Alisrrocr -This paper exclusively considers lumped k-ports and circuits which contain linear time-invariant elements, independent sources, and controlled sources. The k-ports are represented by their hybrid matrices. Tableau equations of circuits are used as a special case of polynomial matrix description. The hidden modes of a circuit are determined by inspection from its tableau equations in the Hermite row form. Tbe same form is used also to determine the exponential stability of the circuit and that of the k-port. Finally, necessary and sufficient conditions for exponential stability of interconnected k-ports are given; the hidden modes of the interconnection are studied. The paper is self-contained.
I. INTRODUCTION T HIS paper investigates the dynamics of k-ports obtained from lumped, linear, time-invariant circuits, of circuits resulting from k-ports driven by independent sources and of interconnections of two k-ports. In all these cases, the circuits may include R, L, C's, ideal transformers, independent and controlled sources. As in [Bel. l] we describe our circuits by polynomial equations; more specifically we use tableau equations.
Belevitch was the first to systematically use polynomial equations to derive properties of circuits. Later Rosenbrock [Ros. l] applied similar methods to control problems. More recently, Callier and Civalleri [Cal. 21 used the Polynomial Matrix Description (PMD) to state conditions for complete controllability and observability of n-ports and circuits based on the Hermite Normal Form and the Smith Canonical Form.
In this paper we use tableau equations to study the relationship between a k-port and a circuit obtained by driving the k-port by independent sources. The k-ports are represented by appropriate hybrid matrices (see, e.g., [Chu. 11, [Chu. 21, [Chu. 31) . In Section VI we determine the hidden modes of the circuit by inspection from its tableau equations and relate the hidden modes of each individual circuit to those of the interconnected circuit. The tableau equations bookkeep the behavior of all branch voltages and all branch currents; therefore, the stability results account for the exponential stability of the circuit as a whole instead of that of a chosen set of output variables.
Roughly speaking, the stability results are as follows: the exponential stability of the k-port is necessary for, but does not guarantee, the stability of the circuit driven by inde- pendent sources at the ports of the k-port. The interconnected circuit is not exponentially stable if the individual circuits in the interconnection have unstable hidden modes.
The first three sections give the construction of the k-port and the circuit, the formulation of tableau equations and the stability results based on them. Section IV relates the tableau equations to the PMD and is followed by an example. The concepts of hidden modes and exponential stability of the interconnection of two k-ports are treated in Sections VII and VIII. 1. Generating the k-Port K from the Given Circuit JV The given circuit JY is an arbitrary interconnection of lumped, linear, time-invariant circuit elements including independent sources. It has a connected graph of b branches and n, nodes. Assumption 1.1. The circuit X is uniquely solvable. The uncommitted circuit Y is obtained from JY as follows: k l-ports are generated by soldering-iron entries to some nodes of JY and by pliers entries to some branches of JY [Chu. 4, p. 2321 . A branch, whose nature is not yet specified, is connected to each port. These branches are called the uncommitted port-branches [Chu. 1, p. 2601 and they are assigned the voltage and current reference directions of the port where they are connected (see Fig. 1 ). The resulting circuit is called .x?: it has k port-branches, b internal branches (the same as the branches of Jlr), and n:=n, -1 nodes excluding datum, where nk 2 n,.
In the circuit .Y, let i and n denote the b-vectors of internal branch currents and of voltages. The superscript p distinguishes the port-branch variables from the internal branch variables: i and 2) have associated reference directions whereas iP and VP have nonassociated reference 0098-4094/85/0700-0635$01.00 01985 IEEE 2 directions as far as the port-branches are concerned (see Fig. 1 ).
Let us now 1) remove all the uncommitted port-branches from the circuit .x? and 2) put all its internal branches and internal nodes inside a black-box; the result is a k-port called K (see Fig. 2 ). Note that the port-variables iP and VP are the only measurable variables of the k-port K. Definition 2.2 [Bel. 1, p. 661: An n-port is said to be well-defined iff there is at least one way of choosing n independent sources to terminate its n ports such that the Dart-variables of the circuit thus formed are uniquely Therefore, up and if' (if and vj') are the port-branch variables of the voltage-ports (current-ports, resp.). The tableau equations for the circuit Xh can be written using the node voltages (e), the internal branch voltages and currents (v and i), and the port-branch variables (VP and ip).
Tableau Equations for the Circuit X,, For tableau equations we use the form T( PM) = u(t) where d/dt is denoted by p. For the hybrid circuit X,
I
--solvable for all values of the independent sources. Equivalently, an n-port is well defined iff it has at least one n hybrid representation. Proof: Orle way of choosing the k independent sources k is to connect independent current (voltage) sources to the b ports of K that were created by soldering-iron entries (pliers-entries, resp.) on the circuit J+". The circuit thus k .-obtained is zero-input equivalent to .M, which is uniquely solvable by Assumption 1.1. 0
II. THE HYBRID REPRESENTATION FOR THE ~-PORT K
The Circuit X, Let k, (k, ::= k -k,) ports of the k-port K be driven by independent voltage (current) sources and call these ports the " voltage-ports" ("current-ports", resp.).
Assumption 2.1: The hybrid representation corresponding
to this partitioning of the k-ports of K exists. At least one such hybrid representation is guaranteed to exist by Fact T(p) E R[ p](26+n+2k)x(2b+n+2k) is the tableau matrix 1.3.
[Ab i A ] E Iw ' x(b+ k, is the reduced incidence matrix 0;
The circuit obtained by driving the k-port K by k, .%J, whlre A, ( AP) corresponds to the internal branches independent voltage sources and k, independent current-(port-branches, resp.). (For an example, see (5.1) below.) sources is called S, (see Fig. 3 ). X, has the same correspond to the b internal branch equations with u, representing the internal independent sources. The last k are the branch equations of the independent sources connected at the ports. Note the minus sign in front of the port voltages due to nonassociated reference directions.
The Tableau Matrix T(p)
The circuit X,, and in fact any uniquely solvable circuit obtained by connecting independent sources to the ports of the k-port K, has the same digraph and.intemal branches as the uncommitted circuit X. Therefore, the first 2 b + n + k tableau equations of the circuit X,, are identical to those of any other well-defined circuit obtained from the k-port K. Their Proof: a) The circuit .x?~ is uniquely solvable (Assumption 2.1) and thus its tableau equations have a unique solution; equivalently, the polynomial det T(p) f 0. b) Let XJ be the particular circuit obtained by connecting inde{endent current (voltage) sources to the ports of the k-port K that were created by soldering-iron entries (pliers-entries, resp.). Then the circuit Xh, is uniquely solvable by Assumption 1.1 since it is zero-input equivalent to the given circuit .K. Let Z"(p) be the tableau matrix for the circuit X, which differs only in the last k rows from the tableau m&ix T(p) of the circuit &. Since -X, is uniquely solvable, T,(p) is nonsingular with its 2 b + n % 2k With all internal independent sources of the circuit X, turned-off, these equations read If the hybrid matrix H of some k-port is not proper (i.e., has a pole at cc), then some bounded inputs produce unbounded outputs even if H is analytic in C +. To wit, in the one-port ca.se, with a first-order pole at co, the output due to the bounded input sin( uot2) includes the term 2c+,tcos(w,t2) which is not bounded on Iw+. Consequently, our definition for the exponential stability of a k-port will be a variant on the "bounded-input boundedoutput" stabi1it.y definition.
The stability of the k-port K, which is a black-box with access only to i.ts ports, does not guarantee that the circuit Y,, is also exponentially stable. The internal behavior of the circuit Xh is not available for measurement at the k ports of K unless all modes of the circuit X,, are both controllable (i.e., excitable) by the given inputs at the ports and appear at the ports under zero input but for some appropriate initial condition. Let blpl To,1
Any zero-input response t * ae" is called a mode of the circuit .Y,, associated with the natural frequency X.
Standard ordinary differential equation calculation show that X is a natural frequency of the circuit X, iff det T(A) = 0 where T(p) is the tableau matrix of .x?,,.
Remark: Associated with a given natural frequency, say X, there may be several modes:
ale", a2ext, . . . , akeht where the vectors a,, al, * * *, ak E Q=(2b+n+2k) are linearly independent members of the nullspace of T(A).
Definition 3.4: The circuit X, is said to be exponentially stable iff, for all initial conditions, the zero-input response (i.e., all branch voltages, all node voltages and all branch currents) goes to zero exponentially as t + cc. shown in Fig. 4 .
Stability of the PMD 2
Generate two l-ports by soldering port-branches, as shown in Fig. 5 , to obtain the uncommitted circuit X. Let the PMDl 9 described by (4.1)-(4.2) have the net---work function H = N,D-'N, and let (4.3)-(4.6) hold. UnThe circuit X has k = 2 port-branches, b = 11 internal branches and n = 6 nodes, and the k-port K of section 1 der these conditions, we have the reduces here to a 2-port (see Fig. 6 ).
Theorem 4.6. The circuit Xj which has the PMD 9
Designate port I (port II) as a voltage-port (current-port, described by (4.1H4.2) is exponentially stable iff the resp.). Then the circuit X,, corresponds to the uncomcharacteristic polynomial x(p) := det D(p) has all its zeros in C-; mitted circuit X where port-branch 1 (port-branch 2) is an equivalently, independent voltage (current, resp.) source. We write the a) the PMD 9 has no i- 
Construction
The Observable but Uncontrollable Hidden Modes of the Circuit .& For OL = 1,2, let the linear, time-invariant circuits MU be uniquely solvable and have no independent sources. Let Assumption 1.1 hold for the circuits Jv;;, and let Jvl, have b, branches and n,-nodes.
The uncommitted circuits Y0 with b, internal branches, Proposition 6.3: Consider (4.1). Let det A( X,) = 0. Then n, nodes, and k port-branches are obtained from the given associated withL the natural frequency h, there is an uncon-circuits J$ as X was obtained from JY in Section I. trollable mode that is observable iff rk[ A( X,) i B( X,)] < k. Continue the procedure of Section I to obtain the k-ports Proof: The assumption implies that det D(X,) = , K, from the circuits X,. From Fact 1.3, the k-ports K, det t( h4) = 0 and that X, is a natural frequency of the and K, are well-defined. Comment: The impulse response of the k-port K contains a term of the form p(t)e"t for some X (with p(t) E R[ t]) = X E 9[ H 1. The zero-input response of the circuit X, may contain terms of the form p'(t)e"' such terms are created by initial conditions inside the k-port K that cannot be set up by appropriate port excitations. Next partition the k ports such that k, ports of the k-port K, (K2) are voltage-ports (current-ports) and the rest are current-ports (voltage-ports, resp.) and assume that the corresponding hybrid representations exist. Therefore the circuits Xhl, and Xh, obtained similarly as the circuit .& are uniquely solvable. Observe that if we use a hybrid representation for the k-port K, with the k, voltage-ports and the k, := k -k, current-ports chosen above, then for the k-port K, we use the (dual) hybrid representation with the k, current-ports and the k, voltage-ports chosen above.
Connect the k, voltage-ports (k2 current-ports) of the k-port K, to the k, current ports (k2 voltage-ports, resp.) of the k-port K,. Call the resulting circuit the interconnected circuit 4 (see For each of the circuits X,,, and GX?,,~, we write tableau equations as in (2.1) and put each of the tableau equations into the Hermite row-form (2.3). These tableau equations lead us to the PMD's for the circuits Xh, and 3yh, similar to the PMD 9 of (4.1)-(4.2).
3 These connection rules guarantee that the interconnection is well-posed.
The PMD for the circuit Sh, From the tableau equations for the circuit Z,,, we obtain its PMD 9i = [Dl, N,l, N,,O] Dl ( where D,(p)~: D,,N,j,N,i,O] Proof: From (8.10) we obtain Remark: In this paper we choose to write tableau equations as a general method of circuit analysis although all of the discussion above is also valid for Modified Node Analysis (MNA), using as circuit variables the node voltages, the additional branch currents, and the port variables v* and if'.
IX. CONCLUSION
This paper investigates the dynamics of lumped, linear time-invariant k-ports, and of circuits obtained from them, by using tableau equations. In a polynomial matrix description framework, the concepts of modes, hidden modes, uncontrollable and unobservable modes are explained and conditions are obtained for the exponential stability of k-ports (theorem 3.5) of circuits (theorem 3.6) and of interconnected k-ports (theorem 8.2). It is shown that the interconnection of two k-ports inherits all hidden modes of each of the individual circuits in the interconnection and that the presence of any unstable hidden modes causes the circuits to be exponentially unstable even though the network functions from their inputs to their outputs are exponentially stable.
